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Letter from the Editor

Pebbles from Nature by Tina Foran
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With the passing of Makara Sankranti (the suns ingrees into
Sidereal Capricorn), the days are beginning to feel a little longer.
I hope this second edition of the APA Newsletter finds you
warm and well, hopefully shaking off the post Christmas blues.

This is the second edition of the Newsletter and I would like to
say a big thank you to all those who contributed. This edition is
packed with a selection of articles and news items as well as book
reviews and up and coming events. If you feel you would like to
contribute to the next edition in March please email me directly
on: info@neterapublishing.com

Note that articles are not limited to purely Ayurvedic herbal
matters. If you have any interesting tales (particularly when
accompanied by images), we’ll always try to consider them, and
the best part is that successful articles count toward
CPD points!

For those discovering the Newsletter for the first time, be aware
that our website also allows members to access back issues of this
magazine.

Andrew Mason

PS: Don’t forget to submit for the March edition deadline is
March 10th. Please note: the APA reseve the rights to edit any
articles submitted.

Pebbles are natural conductors of heat. In a
bowl of hot water, they warm up within
minutes. These natural stones are valuable
tools for localised swedana. While doing a
home treatment of Nasya, I discovered the
wonderful effects of their penetrating qualities.

For purvakarma, I used a little oil and I gently massaged my face, neck and head with
the silky-smooth edged pebbles. Sometimes I kept a stone in one place for a long time.
The softening of tissues was so deep.

The intention for my PK was to detoxify and to increase my hearing. At the end of my
treatment, I was given a big surprise. My hearing was so pristine that was able to hear
OM resonating throughout the universe.

Experience shared by Tina
tina.foran@ayurvedicriver.com

mailto:mailto:info@neterapublishing.com
mailto:mailto:Tina.foran@ayurvedicriver.com
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Jyotish by Paula Crossfield
PaulaCrossfield is a jyotishi,Ayurvedic counselor andmedia strategist living
on a farm in Maine. She is a student of Dr. Robert Svoboda and Steven
Highburger. You can find out more about her work at
www.weaveyourbliss.com and you can follow her on Instagram
@weaveyourbliss.

Jyotisha, India’s ancient science of divination, was one of the original six
limbs of the Veda, used to help determine auspicious timing, or for reading
the karmic map of a person to help identify the obstacles and opportunities
one could face. The skilled jyotishi offers remedies, both practical and
esoteric, to help mitigate unwanted influences and bolster positive effects.
We can also look at the placement of the planets at a given moment and

determine how this can impact us more globally.

In this way, Jyotisha is very much like Ayurveda — seeking to help us find balance. Both have been used
together for centuries to help determine the nature of the karma around an illness, or to see how the
presenting doshas have been stoked by planetary influences.While a medicine or treatment might be given to
reduce pitta, for example, one could also work with a different remedy to propitiate the planet Mars if it is
causing an affliction in the birth chart. I am a jyotishi first, but having some knowledge of Ayurveda has
helped me in my practice immensely as the two are consistently communicating through me to find real
solutions to my clients problems.

This period of the pandemic has been challenging for all of us, but one common thread I’ve seen in the
hundreds of charts I’ve read since it began is that we are all in a period of reflection, and that requires some
amount of isolation. Over and over again I’ve heard my clients say that there has been a silver lining in
reflecting, re-grounding back into routines, and re-prioritizing.

The conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter in Capricorn that started in earnest in November, and culminated on
December 21st, is a phenomenon that only happens every 20 years — and in this case the two were closer in
the sky than they’ve been in 800 years.This conjunction is about sea-change — big picture, societal shifts that
impact the microcosm by impacting the macrocosm. I’ve spent this year counseling my clients to stay
grounded, to return ever more vigilantly to their routines and the things that enable them to tune into their
own inner knowing.

Never has Ayurveda been so important for helping us to support our body and mind as we deal with the epic
tasks of climate change, inequality and disparity of wealth globally.These two massive, slow moving planets
offer an opportunity for a huge shift in consciousness that can help us to finally deal with these worsening
issues, but it will only work if we do our part.

The invitation over the next few months is to be willing to deal with the shadow aspects of our personality, to
work out the patterns that no longer serve us, and be willing to serve those who show up for our help. As
someone who has already experienced the beauty of the Vedic sciences, you are a light-keeper in these trying
times and have so much wisdom to give. We must all continue to polish our mirror so that we can move
forward in dharma. With the planets moving in and out of kalasarpa yoga through mid-April, surprising
challenges may emerge, but the wisdom is in understanding that it is always in service of our highest good.

May the planets support you in moving toward a better future.

https://www.weaveyourbliss.com
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How an online course during ‘lockdown’ inspired my new book
byMary Dalgleish

When ‘Lockdown’ struck at the end of March 2020, like many others, my
work as a complementary therapist and trainer came to an abrupt end. I was
left wondering what I could do to make best use of the time I now had on
my hands, so I decided to invest in some online courses to enhance my
knowledge and skills. As well as my therapy practice, I have been teaching
anatomy and physiology on complementary therapy courses since 2000, so
I began to investigate the possibility of designing an online course in this
subject.

After a web search I came across a suitable course and was going ‘full steam
ahead’ until I came to session 5, which was all about gathering my course
materials together. As I was planning to move house after lockdown, I felt
that this was also an ideal opportunity to sort out all my teaching resources
as part of my moving preparations. I was amazed at how much material I
had gathered over the years to prepare my lessons, and realised I had
prepared enough teaching material to write my own book. I took a break
from the online course and concentrated on organising all my lecture notes
and presentations into a logical sequence, and so my book “KNOWYOUR

BODY –The Essential Guide to Human Anatomy and Physiology” - along with an accompanyingWorkbook
- was born.

For healthcare professionals in every sector, having a solid understanding of the human body in health and
disease is vital - it is the foundation stone of every type of therapeutic practice, whether conventional or
complementary. My “Essential Guide” aims to make the human body eminently comprehensible as well as
putting its healthy functioning in a holistic context.Whether you’re a student, an aspiring medical, healthcare
or fitness professional, or just someone who’s curious about the human body and how it works, this book offers
an accessible and enjoyable way to understand the basics of anatomy, physiology and pathology. The text –
which has been reviewed and endorsed by several medical professionals before publication – is written in a clear,
user-friendly style, with over 100 illustrations, and provides all the information necessary to meet and exceed
the anatomy and physiology curriculum requirements of most holistic therapy training courses.

The accompanying “KNOW YOUR BODY”Workbook contains topic based multiple choice tests, practice
exam papers, word searches, gap-filling exercises, crosswords, plus answers to all the exercises. It also has
valuable study tips for students and a list of useful study resources.

Purchase details for the book and workbook can be found on https://anatomyandphysiology.co.uk

Now I need to get back to completing my online course!

Reviews for “KNOW YOUR BODYThe Essential Guide to Human Anatomy and Physiology”

“Mary Dalgleish has created an eminently accessible and informative book. Whilst containing detailed
information regarding human anatomy and physiology appropriate for the medical level, it remains a delightful
and pleasing read. A deep and expansive addition to any library; it is an edition no serious student of human
health should be without!”

Michael S. Fenster: Medical Doctor &Professor of Culinary Medicine https://chefdrmike.com

https://anatomyandphysiology.co.uk
https://chefdrmike.com
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“All in all, Know Your Body delivers three principal benefits: it is a joy to read; its
contents meet an important requirement for the practitioner dedicated to
improving the health of their patients; and it provides those who invest time in
reading it with a deeper grasp of how the innumerable complex processes of the
body function together holistically as an orchestra performs a symphony.”

Gabriel Mojay: Institute of Traditional Herbal Medicine & Aromatherapy
(Principal) &Author of “Aromatherapy for Healing the Spirit”

http://aromatherapy-studies.com/gabrielmojay.html

“This is a wonderful book, crammed full of information, a truly valuable resource for complementary
therapists and body workers. Together with the KNOW YOUR BODY Workbook, it’s excellent for
studying anatomy and physiology or great for revising and refreshing knowledge.”

Sally Kay: Multi-award winning reflexology practitioner, researcher, educator, author and developer of
Reflexology Lymph Drainage

https://www.reflexologylymphdrainage.co.uk/

The APA has been calling insurance companies requesting discounts for members. It is clear that
some practitioners and therapists are not currently practising because of current lock-down
regulations.

If you find yourself in this category, then you are welcomed by holistic Insurance to contact them
directly to seek discount on your insurance premium or possible a pause on your policy. Balen’s
insurance company, have chosen a different approach.They suggest cancellation and a refund.
Please bear in mind the requirements of membership for the APA is having an up to date
insurance policy.

To offer more support, it has been agreed that all APA memberships will receive a 50% discount
this year.This means your membership has been carried forward for another 6 months without
any charge, and renewal will be in July.

Best wishes.

APA communications team

OFFICIAL NEWS: Updates from insurance companies

http://aromatherapy-studies.com/gabrielmojay.html
https://www.reflexologylymphdrainage.co.uk/
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The Essential Oil of Patchouli (Pogostemon cablin)

Native place: Patchouli is home to the
Philippines.

Patchouli is an aromatic plant that is related to
mint (Lamiaceae)

Cultivated: It is a tropical plant, that thrives in
warm and humid climates.Therefore, patchouli
is grown throughout Asia. Although, it is said
that Indonesia produces 90% of its global
production. In 1941 it was introduced to
southern India.

Patchouli is also known to grow in sub-tropical
countries. Especially if there is evenly
distributed rainfall, that is well drained, slightly
acidic, fertile, loamy soil and rich in organic
matter.

In the 19th century patchouli leaves entered
into the European market. It was in 1875 that
monographs began appearing of Patchouli.

Description: Patchouli is a shrubby perennial plant, that reaches 1 metre (3 feet) in height.The leaves look oval
and have irregular raised edges.The leaves and the stems have a dense hairy texture.The patchouli’s flowers are
pale purple to white.

Parts used:Through the process of steam distillation of hydro-distillation the essential oil is dispelled mainly
from the tender top leaves. Although it is said that the whole plant can be used, including the roots.

Harvesting of patchouli: It takes about 5 months for mature leaves to be harvested. Although in ripe
conditions, it can be a shorter duration.The patchouli leaves are ready when the foliage becomes pale green to
light brownish and when the leaves begin sharing their odour to passers-by.

Drying of Patchouli herbage: Proper drying of the leaves is essential. Leaves are spread out in the shade and
turned periodically.This is to ensure the air encourages drying. One study in Bangalore said it took 54 hours
for drying. In an ASTRA dryer it took 14 hours.

Steam Distillation: Patchouli is said to be a friendly crop as it is easy to store. Although there are many
processes for extracting the oil. Steaming is the preferred method.As it involves water only, the process is seen
to bring a greater degree of transparency, which means a pure oil.

Distinct feature: As the aroma is so potent, it is used widely in the fragrance industry. It is said that
patchouli is not like other oils, it is distinct, in that it matures like a fine wine. It has been described as being
sweet-herbaceous, heavy and rich, with aromatic/spicy/camporaceous, balsamic and root-like with woody-
earthy undertones.

Uses: Some say it is the most important oil to the perfumer. Some famous brand names use it as a base note
for their perfume. Miss Dior, Opium and Angel are a few to name. It is also used at the of soaps, cleaning
agents, shampoos, deodorants and incense. Although it’s deeply musky aroma, is not always dominant in
these products.

byTina Foran
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Household: it has become well known in incense sticks. It can act as a repellent for moths and
possibly creatures.

Therapeutic effects: Patchouli oil has strong sedative effect, making it highly beneficial for the nervous system
and relieving depression. Its other properties are antiseptic, aphrodisiac, astringent, antiphlogistic, deodorant,
diuretic, fungicide, insecticide, febrifuge, tonic, cicatridantand cytophylactic.

Aromatherapy benefits: Patchouli can calm nerves, relieve depression, stress and control appetite. If the dose is
too high, it can stimulate, whereby the lower the dose gives the sedative effect. Patchouli is also known to
sharpen the intellect and concentration.

Medical use: Patchouli oil has many wonderful actions to support symptoms. Chinese medicine uses a
decoction for nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, cold and headaches. It is said to contain anti cancerous activity and
be an antidote for venomous snakes. In burns the fresh leaves are used to heal. It is used for the regeneration
other skin and scalp conditions.

Flavourings: In low concentration it is used in baking, candy, tobacco and other foods items.

Traditional medicine: It is used it for fungal infections, dandruff, eczema and for soaking in baths to relieve
the ailments of rheumatism.

Toxicology and skin sensitisation: Some studies identified small positive reactions from patch results. Another
paper has stated it is non-toxic, non-irritant and non-sensitizing. Although as the smell is quite unique it can
be very overpowering.

by Tina Foran
tina.foran@ayurvedicriver.com

Essential Oils cont. On page 14
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mailto:mailto:tina.foran@ayurvedicriver.com
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UP AND COMING APA WEBINARS 2021

Dr Eduardo Cardona - Saturday 6th February 2021 at 5 pm
Booking link: www.apa.uk.com/whats-new/events

TomazMueller -Wednesday 10thMarch at 6 pm - 7.30 pm
Booking link: www.apa.uk.com/whats-new/events

www.apa.uk.com/whats-new/events

https://www.apa.uk.com/whats-new/events
https://www.apa.uk.com/whats-new/events
https://www.apa.uk.com/whats-new/events
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Patrick Hallford –Wednesday 24th February 2021 at 6.30 pm – 8 pm,
Booking link: www.apa.uk.com/whats-new/events

DrMarianneTeitelbaum - Saturday 27thMarch 2021 at 5pm – 6.30pm
Booking link: www.apa.uk.com/whats-new/events

UP AND COMING APA WEBINARS 2021
www.apa.uk.com/whats-new/events

https://www.apa.uk.com/whats-new/events
https://www.apa.uk.com/whats-new/events
https://www.apa.uk.com/whats-new/events
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THE NATURAL HEALTH MATRIX

Welcome to Love Ayurveda TV

byTomaz Mueller

The treatment methods, principles, and procedures described in
my book have been proven highly effective on my own personal
Ayurvedic journey.Achieving and maintaining well being,whilst
dealing with the challenges that each day brings is true Ayurveda
in action. These methods and tools have been developed and
rigorously tested throughout my twenty-five years of Ayurvedic
clinical practice and my own personal life experiences.
Understanding that each individual is unique, when it comes to
health and well-being, there is no 'one size fits all' approach.

"In The Natural Health Matrix, Tomaz has successfully crossed
the time-space-culture-age barrier by designing a global model
that addresses the necessity for sustainable wellness that is
accessible to each and every person anywhere in the world ...
Tomaz is a gentle healer with an awakened heart." - Maya
Tiwari,World Spiritual Teacher

"I have never felt more conscious as a human being. I feel the world is my oyster.This is really a
turning point in my life and it is probably the best experience I have ever had, which is ironic, as
it has been the hardest time in my life needing to deal with this cancer. I now work in the context
of the world, as opposed to the world working for me." - Nik, Client

Find out who you truly are and why you deserve perfect health and well being as your birthright.
"The Natural Health Matrix provides an excellent resource with which patients and those seeking
well-being can explore the relevance and contemporary application of traditional philosophy and
teachings to their own health journey.Tomaz Mueller has contributed a captivating interpretation
of the potential of these traditional systems of thought for modern healing in a way that
complements the critical and scientific examination of this significant area of health care." -
Professor Jon Adams

An experienced Ayurvedic practitioner, Tomaz combines the best of East and West by
incorporating authentic Ayurvedic principles and assessment methods into a modern health care
practice equipped with the latest state of the art technology.

https://www.ayuwave.com/product-page/the-natural-health-matrix
www.tomazmueller.com
info@tomazmueller.com

Every Sunday evening Love Ayurveda TV is bringing to us many
aspects of the Vedas. Each week Neena the host will have guest
speakers from across the globe sharing their wisdom.

Neena says she wants to sow the seeds of hope, together with you, to
increase compassion, kindness and love, to enhance and expand
collective consciousness’.

https://www.ayuwave.com/product-page/the-natural-health-matrix
https://www.tomazmueller.com
mailto:mailto:info@tomazmueller.com 
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The Ayurveda Kitchen by Anne Heigham

Dates for January 2021

1. Sunday 17 Jan is Prof. Dr Suhas Shetty talking about restoring peace of mind.

2. Sunday 24 Jan is Dr Atul Rakshe MD PhD, talking about turmeric and other kitchen
home remedies.

3. Sunday 31 Jan (a) is from an ashram, about the power of meditation or seva (not sure which
subject the yogi will choose) or (b) a special on misleading information and how to spot it.
The Vedas meets a Modern Scientific Researcher at Cambridge looking into fake news.

To contact Neena or connect to the events, please see: https://loveayurveda.tv

You can subscribe to her youtube channel here: https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC9KZqpuyphf2Zuy8ixpddVw

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/neena-nerkar-0895084/

The Ayurveda Kitchen written by Anne Heigham, Ayurvedic
Practitioner PGdip MSc Ayur, will help you transform your kitchen
into a space that nourishes body, mind and soul.

With this beautiful introduction to Ayurveda, learn how to use your
kitchen as a natural pharmacy to improve your health and prevent
imbalances with key Ayurvedic ingredients, 80 perfectly balanced
vegetarian recipes and simple home remedies. Ayurveda aims to bring
health back into balance, nourishing agni (metabolic fire) and prana
(life force), while clearing ama (metabolic waste or 'sludge').

Just imagine fresh, vibrant herbs growing, seeds sprouting and pickles
fermenting. Discover how to perform a kitchen sadhana at the

beginning of each season, mix your own spice blends and balance recipes according to what you
need and how you feel.

Anne has carefully crafted recipes that are intrinsically balanced. For the last 13 years Anne has
been a full time Ayurvedic Practitioner and Yoga teacher with a busy clinic and has found that
focusing on using all the six tastes as referenced in the classics can be very beneficial. Anne has
woven throughout the book much current knowledge and research about food,making the whole
book an insightful read for both those with and without knowledge of Ayurveda. Ultimately, she
wanted to create a book full of content that her clients were asking for.

The book is due for publication on April 1st 2021 but is available for pre-order The Ayurveda
Kitchen by Anne Heigham | Waterstones: https://www.waterstones.com/book/the-ayurveda-
kitchen/anne-heigham/9781783253616

https://loveayurveda.tv
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9KZqpuyphf2Zuy8ixpddVw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9KZqpuyphf2Zuy8ixpddVw
https://www.linkedin.com/in/neena-nerkar-0895084/
https://www.waterstones.com/book/the-ayurveda-kitchen/anne-heigham/9781783253616
https://www.waterstones.com/book/the-ayurveda-kitchen/anne-heigham/9781783253616
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How do you like your chapatis? I love them very thin and
deeply nutrient. For an earthy, soft and biscuity texture, I
am using a blend of 6 types of flours in equal measure.

Amaranth, chestnut, spelt, buckwheat, gram, quinoa and
kamut are in my current blend.They are prepared using
the traditional chapati method, with a little oil and warm
water. Below is my north Indian style breakfast.This is an
explosion of flavours, that tantalize the whole tongue!

Saute a few seasonal veggies. Add good dash of tamari or good soya sauce and water if needed.
Warmed pickled or fermented veg, along with either or avocado, egg, cheese, or a good scrambled
tofu. Finishing the dish with some of your chosen pickle.

Enjoy, it is light, earthy and invigorating.

Recipe by Tina

tina.foran@ayurvedicriver.com

byTina Foran

by Laura Bridge

Chapati’s Revamped

An Everyday Curry Powder

An Everyday Curry powder

• 8 tsp freshly ground cumin powder

• 8 tsp freshly ground coriander seeds

• 8 tsp freshly ground fennel seeds

• 8 tsp dried ginger

• 4 tsp turmeric powder

• 4 tsp amla powder

Combine all the ingredients in an airtight jar.

Recipe by Laura Bridge

Laura has been a professional chef for 30 years and has since studied Ayurvedic principles of
cooking. You can find more of her recipes on the APA website.

Laura can be reached on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/ayurvedicadventuress/

Or call 07973 133567

mailto:mailto:tina.foran@ayurvedicriver.com
https://www.instagram.com/ayurvedicadventuress/
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A little book of self care: Ayurveda
by Sonja Shah-Williams

I am thrilled to announce the publication of my book ‘A little book of
self care: Ayurveda’ in collaboration with DK books. It is part of a series
of books aimed at giving readers a taste of a subject and enabling them
to utilise its key principles in their everyday lives.

I wrote most of the book during the first lock down last spring. I am
grateful that this gave me a daily focus, and work deadlines when we
were all forced to stay at home. I also feel serendipity was at work; firstly,
judging by how busy my practice has been since Covid-19 became the
dominant feature of our lives last year, it is apparent to me that more
people are now beginning to seek out knowledge about preventative

health, holistic balance and immunity, and so this book seems to be timely. Secondly, the book
was published on the last day of 2020, the most challenging of years for all of us globally, and so
it symbolises new beginnings for everyone for the new year, and helps people to start learning
how to manage their holistic health.

It thrills me that the book will be read by anyone who wishes to utilise the deep wisdom and
efficacy of the ancient, beautiful system of Ayurveda.

Sonja Shah-Williams BSc (Hons)

You can buy a copy of the book via my website: https://anala.co.uk/my-book/

2020 has been a really bumpy journey for all of us with the Brexit drama and continuing
COVID19 pandemic.

APA members have been trying hard to balance keeping healthy and safe and the need to work and
earn a living using Ayurveda.The APA office has received a number of emails asking…‘can we practice
or not, during the national lockdown’. The APA contacted Public Health England and some local
councils to try to get clarity, however the messages coming back are fragmented and confusing.On the
26 December 2020 the UK government passed a legislation with the then Tier system, setting out that
business and venues allowed to remain open in Tier 4 areas are… ‘dental services, opticians, audiology
services, chiropody, chiropractors, osteopaths and other medical or health services, including services
that incorporate personal care services and treatments required by those with disabilities and services
relating to mental health’… However it seems that ultimately it is up to the discretion of the local
authority to grant permission to continue to work.

Full members of APA should seek guidance from their local council if they feel they fulfil the criteria
to be able to continue to work. A therapist member maybe able to practice under the guidance of a full
APA member but may not be able to provide any therapies. My suggestion is that all members should
continue ONLY after taking advice from their local council, with PPE in place.

New vaccines are available for those who want to take this route and some progress in treating
COVID19. To have the vaccine or not is a personal choice, I have taken mine, whatever you decide to
do please keep yourself, your family and your clients safe.

Ref: https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2020/1374/schedule/3A

Dr Raghav Baliga, BAMS,MSc,Mres, Director, Baliga Ayurveda

https://anala.co.uk/my-book/
https://New vaccines are available for those who want to take this route and some progress in treating COVID19 as more becomes known by those treating in the NHS over the last year.
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Staying grounded with essential oils
byTina Foran

Essential oils are a potent source of medicine. When my natural healing journey began a long
time ago, they sat high in my medicine bag. In the greater scheme of things, I think the potential
healing powers of essential oils are underestimated.

We all know in our daily routine it is suggested we anoint ourselves in fragrances. The actual
ritual of anointing with mother nature’s essence throughout the day, I believe is so powerful and
is needed more than ever.

The last month I have been drawn to researching oils for unwinding deep aggravated vata. I mean
vata that has been causing constriction and restriction for a long time. A wonderful aspect of
essential oils is their minuteness of their molecules can enter into very closed spaces.Hence some
healthcare practitioners use essential oils to switch the vagus nerve into the parasympathetic
nervous state.

For as long as I have been using oils, I always thought lavender was the number one for
relaxation.Only on reflection, I see that in all the years I have used lavender, it really did not give
me the deep desired effects. I have noticed this because I have been experimenting with other
essential oils. To me there is a significant difference between oils recommend for calming.
Lavender can be stimulating; therefore, it can actually increase symptoms for people whom are
sensitive to subtle vibrations. It can actually cause insomnia and is said to not be helpful for
people with Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD).

We know that excessive vayu can cause constriction.The oils that are mentioned in this article
have specific actions to open up and bring down the energy of vata, enabling the deepest of
tensions to be released.Their qualities are analgesic, vasodilator, hypotensive, anti-depressants,
tonic, stimulatory and sedative by nature.

Eric Zielinski has named patchouli oil as the ‘parasympathetic bliss oil’. He is a public health
researcher and aroma therapist and chiropractor. After his insight and glorification of patchouli
I began looking a bit more closely. Patchouli to me has always been the essential oil for the
hippies, but hey, this is just not true.

The results of one study showed that Patchouli oil reduced stress in emergency nurses.The overall
effects showed an increase in compassion. As beacon of light within healthcare, maybe we all
could all be using a little of it too?
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There are other essential oils we can be using at this time to calm vata.Here’s a couple blends and
ratio’s. DO NOTE:These are not blends, or ratios are not suggested for pregnancy or children.
I suggest you check out Eric Zielinski book or another aromatherapists for specific
recommendations.

Blend 1 (by Eric Zielinski)

• 2 drops - Patchouli

• 2 drops - Bergamont

• 1 drop – Frankincense

• 1 drop – Ylang ylang

Blend 2

• Lemon grass,

• Ylang ylang

• Patchouli.

• Ratios of drops, 1.1.1 or 1.2.2 or 1.3.3

This blend was used in a study, to measure the potential for decreased psychological stress. It
stated it has the ability to regulate mean arterial pressure.

Writing by Tina
tina.foran@ayurvedicriver.com
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